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(57) Claim

1. A safety syringe comprising: 
a cartridge-needle unit of the type including a

hollow barrel, having a plunger end and a needle end, a piston 
mounted vithin the barrel, and a needle assembly, including a 
needle, mounted to the needle end;

a hollow enclosure unit sized for housing the 
cartridge-needle unit therein for movement between safe and use 
positions, said needle being fully within the enclosure unit in 
the safe position, said needle being substantially outside the 
enclosure unit in the use position, the enclosure unit 
comprising:

a body section housing the barrel, the body section 
having a plunger end and a needle end;

a stem section attached to the body s-ection and 
housing the needle assembly;

an end section attached to the body section to cover 
the plunger end of the barrel assembly;

the stem section being separable from the body 
section and the end section being at least partially separable 
from the body section; and

the stem section configured to drive the piston along 
the barrel after the end section has been at least partially 
separated from the body section to expose the plunger end of 
the barrel assembly; and .../2
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means for locking the cartridge-needle unit within 
the enclosure unit at the safe position; smd

said locking means adapted to prevent relative 
movement between the needle assembly and the enclosure unit 
when at the safe position.
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(54)Title: SAFETY SYRINGE ASSEMBLY FOR PRE-FILLED MEDICATION CARTRIDGES

(57) Abstract

A self-packaging safety syringe set (2) uses a unitary molded set of enclo
sure units (8, 104) sized for housing conventional cartridge-needle units (12) there
in. The set of enclosure units are connected to one another by frangible connec
tions (64, 66, 130, 138). The cartridge-needle unit has a hollow barrel (14) with a 
needle assembly (24) mounted to one end and a piston (16) mounted therein. Each 
enclosure unit includes a body section (38, 106), a stem section (44, 108) frangibly 
connected to one end of the boby section, and an end cap (52, 110) connected to 
the other end of the body section. The frangible connection (48, 118) is broken to 
remove the stem section to expose the needle (26) for use. The removed stem sec
tion is used to drive the piston within the barrel. After use, the barrel is pulled back 
through the body section so that the needle is completely housed within the body 
section.
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SAFETY SYRINGE ASSEMBLY FOR PRE-FILLED MEDICATION CARTRIDGES
5

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Many medications are provided in fixed dosage

cartridge-needle units. Cartridge-needle units include a glass

10 barrel to which a needle assembly is mounted at one end. The 
barrel is filled with a medicine. The medicine is held within 
the barrel by a piston at one end and, typically, a rubber 
diaphragm at the needle end. The needle assembly is typically 
mounted to a necked down region of the barrel by a hub. The

15 inner end of the needle is mounted within the hub to a position 
just opposite the rubber diaphragm. To activate the 
cartridge-needle unit, the barrel and needle assembly are 

pushed towards one another so that the inner end of the needle 
punctures the diaphragm to allow the medicine within the barrel

20 to flow through the needle.

Cartridge-needle units are commonly used with a

reusable holder. Holders have a body within which the 
cartridge-needle unit is placed. The holder includes a stem or 

plunger which is mounted, typically threaded, to the piston.

25 The sheath covering the needle is removed and the injection is 

given. After use, the plunger is uncoupled from the piston and 

the used cartridge-needle unit is removed from the body and 

disposed of.
While the use of cartridge-needle units has many

30 advantages, there are drawbacks as well. Several

cartridge-needle units are generally packaged in a tamper 

resistant container. Often the container will use a metal 
shield at the plunger ends of the barrels to keep unscrupulous 

individuals from surreptitiously gaining access to the contents

35 of the unit. The special packaging used is relatively costly 
and increases the actual cost of each cartridge-needle unit. 

Further, the present systems are not well suited for preventing 

inadvertent needle sticks, a serious health concern.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to an enclosure 
unit specially adapted for use with conventional

5 cartridge-needle units to create a low-cost disposable safety 
syringe. Several of the enclosure units can be molded as a set 

which act as the packaging for the cartridge-needle units. The 

syringes can be separated for use at frangible attachment 
points connecting the enclosure units.

10 The cartridge-needle unit is of the type having a

hollow barrel with a needle assembly mounted to one end and a 
piston mounted within the hollow barrel. The enclosure unit 

includes a body section sized to house the barrel, a stem 
section at one end of the barrel sized to house the needle

15 assembly, and an end section or cap at the other end of the 
body section. The enclosure unit is preferably a one-piece 
molded item with the end cap connected to the body section by 

hinge. The stem section is frangibly attached to the body 
section so that it can be removed to expose the needle for use,

20 The tip of the removed stem section is connected to the piston 

to move the piston within the barrel during use.
After use, the barrel of the cartridge-needle unit is 

pulled back through the body section so that the needle is 

completely housed within the body section. The body section

25 includes one or more radially inwardly extending spring

fingers, or like structure, near the plunger end of the body 

section. The spring fingers engage the hub of the needle 

assembly and keap the needle assembly from being withdrawn from 

the body section. This permits a safe disposal of a used

30 syringe.
The enclosure is preferably molded as a set of 

enclosure units connected to one another by frangible 
connections. A set of conventional cartridge-needl$ units can 

thus be placed within each of the enclosure units in the set

35 for storage, shipping and distribution to the end user. The 

syringe set needs no special packaging, thus substantially 

reducing cost.
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One of the primary advantages of the invention is 

that it eliminates the need for separate, and costly, safety 
packaging for cartridge-needle units. The enclosure units not 
only provide safety packaging but also eliminate the need for

5 cartridge-needle unit holders when dispensing the medication.
In addition, the enclosure unit is adapted to permit the needle 

to be withdrawn into the body section of the enclosure unit for 

safe disposal after use. These advantages are all achieved at 
relatively low cost through the use of enclosure units made of

10 one, or preferably at most two, molded parts without requiring 
any substantial modification of conventional cartridge-needle 
units.

The invention can be carried out using an enclosure 

unit in which the internal diameter along at least one-third of
15 the length of the body section from its needle end is a 

constant diameter. This eliminates any shoulder or other 
inward projection which would prevent the cartridge-needle unit 

from passing through the opening at the needle end once the 

stem section has been removed. To accommodate this, the

20 plunger end of the body section is secured to the barrel of the 

cartridge-needle unit, such as with a friction fit or using an 
adhesive. To permit conventional cartridge-needle units to be 

activated, the plunger end of the body section is connected to 

the remainder of the body section by, preferably, a pair of
25 relatively thin, flexible teathers; this permits the plunger

end to be pushed toward the remainder of the body section, thus 

driving the barrel towards the needle assembly prior to 

removing the stem section. After the injection is given, the 

plunger end is twisted causing the teathers to break. This

30 permits the user to pull the barrel from the body section until 

the spring fingers engage the annular recess adjacent the rear 

shoulder of the hub, thus halting movement as with the 

embodiment described above.
The invention is intended for use with conventional

35 cartridge-needle units, which are made to be sterile.

Therefore, the enclosure unit need not be sterile, thus 

reducing cost.
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Other features and advantages of theinyentioif'will 
appear from the following description--iTrT?Kich the preferred 

embodiments have beejj-set-'iorth in detail in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a front view showing an enclosure unit set 

and an associated set of cartridge-needle units prior to 
insertion of the cartridge-needle units into the hollow

10 interiors of the enclosure units;
FIG. 2 is a side view of an*enclosure unit of FIG. 1 

illustrating the hinged connection of the end section of the 

enclosure unit to the body section of the enclosure unit;

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a syringe set of 

15 FIG. 1 after assembly with the end sections of the enclosure

units covering the plunger ends of the barrels of the 

cartridge-needle units and illustrating breaking the frangible 

connections between two adjacent syringes;
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 4-4 

20 of FIG. 3, showing the flexible centering tabs which

accommodate different size barrels;
FIG. 5 is a front view of the safety syringe of 

FIG. 3, illustrating various components of the cartridge-needle 

unit in dashed lines and with a portion of the stem section of

25 the enclosure unit broken away to show internal detail;

FIG. 5A is an enlarged view showing the frangible 
connection between the stem and body sections of the enclosure 

unit of FIG. 5;
FIG. 6 illustrates the safety syringe of FIG. 5 with 

the stem and end sections removed from the body section and 

illustrating the activation of the cartridge-needle unit by 

pushing the plunger end of the barrel into the body section;
FIG. 7 illustrates mounting the tip of the stem 

section to the threaded mounting post of the plunger.

FIG. 8 illustrates the safety syringe of FIG. 7 after

the sheath has been removed and the injection has been given;
FIG. 9 illustrates the withdrawal of the barrel from

the body section until the rear shoulder of the hub engages the

35



Other features and advantages of the invention will appear from the following

description in which the preferred embodiments have been set forth in detail in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

Throughout the description and claims of this specification, the word “comprise”

5 and variations of the word, such as “comprising" and “comprises”, is not intended to

exclude other additives or components or integers. ,
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inwardly extending spring finger adjacent the plunger end of 
the body section, the spring finger located so that the entire 
needle is within the body section at this position;

FIG. 10 illustrates the disengagement of the barrel
5 of the cartridge-needle unit irom the hub of the needle 

assembly for disposal;

FIG. 11 is a front, partial cross-sectional view of 

an alternative embodiment of the safety syringe of FIG. 3; and

FIG. 12 is a right side view of the safety syringe of
10 FIG. 11.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
FIG. 3 illustrates a set 2 of -safety syringes 4.

Set 2, as suggested in FIG. 1, is made up of a set 6 of

15 enclosure units 8 and a set 10 of cartridge-needle units 12.
Cartridge-needla units 12 are preferably generally conventional 

in construction. One such cartridge-needle unit is made by 

Winthrop Brean of New York, New York under the

trademark CARPUJECT. Each unit 12 includes a glass barrel 14

20 having a piston 16 at a plunger end 18 and a necked down

portion 20 at a needle end 22. A needle assembly 24 is mounted 

to necked down portion 20 of barrel 14. Needle assembly 24 
includes a needle 26, see FIG. 8, mounted -to an extension 28 of 

a needle mount 30. Needle mount 30 includes a ribbed

25 coupler 32 and a hub 34. Needle assembly 24 is mounted to

necked down portion 20 by needle mount 30 at hub 34. Needle 26 

is covered by a removable sheath 36.

Enclosure unit 8 includes a hollow body section 38 

having a plunger end 40 and a needle end 42. Unit 8 also
30 includes a stem section 44 extending from a necked down 

portion 4 6 of body section 38 at needle end 42. Stem 

section 44 is also hollow and is sized to enclose sheath 36 
covering needle 26. Body section 38 and stem section 44 are a 

one-piece molding connected at frangible connections 48

35 adjacent a flange SO atthe base of stem section 44 and necked 
down portion 46 at the end of body section 38.

Enclosure unit 8 also . includes an end section or 

cap 52. In the preferred embodiment of set 6 of enclosure
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units 8, enclosure units 8, including body section 38, stem 
section 44 and cap 52, is a one-piece molded item. C^ps 52 are 
connected tr· flanges 54 at plunger ends 40 of body sections 38 
by hinges 56. Since the entire barrel 14 does not fit within 

body section 38, but a portion extends past the plunger end 40, 

pivotal end section 52 has a open side 58 to permit end 

section 52 to be pivoted over plunger end 18 of barrel 14.

After doing so, a flange 60 of end section 52 is secured to 
flange 54 at plunger end 40, such as by ultrasonic welding 
techniques.

Set 2 of safety syringes 4 are thus provided with 
their own safety packaging in the form of set 6 of enclosure 
units 8. Specialized and costly packaging for units 12 is not 

needed. Tampering is discouraged since any tampering would be 

evident by the resulting breaking of frangible connections in 

the bond between flanges 52, 56. Further, the ends 62 of end 
sections 52 are relatively thick plastic to substantially 
prevent unauthorized access to pistons while cap 52 is in the 
closed or sealed position of FIG. 3.

Enclosure units 8 are connected to one another at 
frangible connections 64,66. To use a safety syringe 4, the 

safety syringe is removed from the remaining safety syringes by 

severing frangible connections 64,66 as illustrated by 

arrows 68,70 in FIG. 3.
FIG» 5 is a front view of the safety syringe 4 of 

FIG. 3. The various components of cartridge-needle unit 12 are 
shown in dashed lines to illustrate their relative positions 

within enclosure 8.
FIG. 6 illustrates safety syringe 4 of FIG. 5 with 

stem section 44 removed through the breaking of frangible 

connections 48 illustrated in FIG. 5A. Also, FIG. 6 suggests 

the axial movement of barrel 14 in the direction of arrow 72 

thus activating cartridge-needle unit 12. This movement is 

suggested by the change in the size of the annular recess 74 

formed at the rear shoulder 76 of hub 34 and necked down 
portion 20 of barrel 14 at needle end 22. (Compare FIGS. 5 and
6.) Hub 34 of needle assembly 24 is prevented from moving in 

the direction of arrow 72 by the engagement of a front shoulder
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75 of hub 34 with a shoulder 77 of body section 38 adjacent 
necked down portion 46. With the particular cartridge-needle 
unit 12 used in this embodiment, such movement permits the base 
end, not shown, of needle 26 to puncture a diaphragm, not

5 shown, carried by an end cap 78, shown in FIG. 10, mounted to 

necked down portion 20. Doing so permits the contents of 

barrel 14 to flow through needle 26 when piston 16 is forced 

through barrel 14. To do so, the threaded tip 80 of stem 

section 44 is mounted to a threaded mounting post 81 extending
10 from piston 16 as suggested in FIG. 7. Stem section 44 with 

its flange 50 acts as a stem or plunger for delivery of the 
contents of barrel 14 through needle 26.

FIG. 8 illustrates stem section 44 fully within 
barrel 14 with the contents of barrel 14 fully delivered.

15 Though the spent syringe could be disposed of as is, it may be 
dangerous to do so with needle 26 exposed. To place needle 26 

in its safe position, the user needle grasps the plunger end 18 

of barrel 14 and pulls in the direction of arrow 82. When 

barrel 14 reaches the position cf FIG. 9, an inwardly biased

20 spring finger 84, formed as part of body section 38, pivots 

inwardly as suggested by arrow 86 to enter annular recess 74 
and engage rear shoulder 76 of hub 34. This prevents the 

further withdrawal of needle assembly 24 (minus shxath 36) from 

body section 38. The syringe unit in the safe position of

25 FIG. 9 can be disposed as is. With the particular

cartridge-needle unit 12 of the preferred embodiment, further 

movement of barrel 14 in the direction or arrow 88, see FIG.

10, causes the disengagement of end cap 78 from within hub 34 

so that the used syringe can be disposed of as two components,

30 but in a safe manner.
FIG. 4 illustrates the provision of three resilient 

centering tabs 90 extending from the inner surface 92 of body 

section 38 adjacent spring finger 84. Centering tabs 90 center 

barrel 14 and also keep cartridge-needle unit 12 from slipping

35 out plunger end 40 of body section 38 when end section 52 is 

removed. Centering tabs 90 likewise engage hub 34 when the 

needle is in the safe position of FIGS. 9 and 10 to keep the
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needle from inadvertently moving back through the open needle 
end 42 of body section 38.

FIGS. 11 and 12 show an alternative embodiment of the 
safety syringe 4. Syringe 102 uses cartridge-needle unit 12.

5 Safety syringe 102 includes an enclosure unit 104 having a body 
section 106, a stem section 108 and an end section or cap 110. 

Enclosure unit 104 is similar to enclosure unit 8 but with the 

distinctions described below. With the embodiment of FIG. 1, 

necked down portion 46 is a part of body section 38. With the
10 embodiment of FIG. 11, an intermediate diameter portion 112 is 

a part of stem section 108. A flange 114 is at the base of 

stem section 108 and is between intermediate diameter 
portion 112 and the needle end 116 of body section 106. The 
connection between stem section 108 and body section 106 is

15 through frangible connections 118. Once stem section 108 is 

removed, typically by twisting relative to body section 106, 

the inner diameter of body section 106 from its needle end 116 

rearwardly, that is, towards end section 110, is a constant 

diameter for at least one-third of the length of body

20 section 106.
To keep cartridge-needle unit 12 from falling out of 

open needle end 116 once stem section 108 has been removed, 
plunger end 120 of body section 106 is secured to plunger 

end 18 of barrel 14. This can be by frictional engagement, by

25 use of an adhesive, or similar means. The plunger end 120 of 

body section 106 is secured to the remainder 122 of body 

section 106 by a pair of flexible teathers 124. Teathers 124 

are flexible enough to permit plunger end 120 to be driven 

towards remainder 122 when it is desired to activate
30 cartridge-needle unit 12. Once this is done, stem section 108 

is removed and end section 110 is pivoted about hinge 123 in 

the direction of arrow 125, thus breaking the heat seal at 126. 

This provides access to piston 16 so that the threaded tip 128 

of stem section 108. can be secured to the threaded mounting

35 post 82 of piston 16 to deliver the contents of barrel 14.

To pull needle 26 back into body section 106, the
user grasps radially extending ears 130 extending from plunger 

end 120 and twists to sever the frangible connections at
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Leathers 124. Barrel 14 is then pulled back through body 
section 106 until rear shoulder 76 contacts first spring 

fingers 132. Continued pulling of plunger end 120 causes 
barrel 14 to be separated from hub 34 as in FIG. 10. A second

5 pair of spring fingers 134 engage the front shoulder 75 of 

hub 34 to substantially prevent the inadvertent movement of 

needle 26 back through open needle end 116. The tapered shape 
of front shoulder 75 allows the insertion of cartridge-needle 

unit 12 into body section 106 but supplies sufficient retarding
10 force to keep the needle within body section 106 after use.

As with end section 52, end section 110 has a thick

end 132, typically 2.5 mm thick. Making enclosure units 8, 104 
of a suitable plastic, such as polypropylene or polyethylene, 

provides the necessary resilience and strength at a reasonable
15 price. Enclosure unit 104 is preferably provided as a set of 

enclosure units with the frangible connections through ears 130 
and frangible connecting pieces 138. Cartridge-needle units 12 
are preferably of the type in which axial movement is 
undertaken to activate the unit; however, cartridge-needle

20 units which do not need such activation may be used as well.
In such cases, teathers 124 could be replaced by simple 

frangible connections. Although it is desired that 

conventional cartridge-needle units 12 be used, some small 

modifications may be desirable. For example, the diameter of

25 all or most of sheath 36 may be reduced to permit an increase 

in the wall thickness of stem section 44 used as the plunger 
stem. Other modifications and variations can be made to the 
disclosed embodiments without departing from the subject of the 

invention as defined in the following claims.

30
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1. A safety syringe comprising: 
a cartridge-needle unit of the type including a

5 hollow barrel, having a plunger end and a needle end, a piston 
mounted within the barrel, and a needle assembly, including a 
needle, mounted to the needle end;

a hollow enclosure unit sized for housing the 
cartridge-needle unit therein for movement between safe and use

10 positions, said needle being fully within the enclosure unit in 
the safe position, said needle being substantially outside the 
enclosure unit in the use position, the enclosure unit 
c·. mprising:

a body section housing the barrel, the body section
15 having a plunger end and a needle end;

a stem &action attached to the body section and
housing the needle assembly;

an end section attached to the body section to cover
the plunger end of the barrel assembly;

20 the stem section being separable from the body
section and the end section being at least partially separable 
from the body section; and

the stem section configured to drive the piston along 
the barrel after the end section has been at least partially

25 separated from the body section to expose the plunger end of 
the barrel assembly; and

means for locking the cartridge-needle unit within 
the enclosure unit at the safe position; and

said locking means adapted to prevent relative
30 movement between the needle assembly and the enclosure unit 

when at the safe position.
1

35

2. The syringe of claim 1 wherein the means for 
locking the cartridge-needle unit further comprises means for 
engaging said needle assembly to prevent movement of the needle 
assembly past the plunger end of the body to a position outside 
the plunger end of the body when the cartridge-needle unit is 
at the safe position.
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3. The syringe of claims 1 or 2 wherein the body section includes an inwardly 

extending spring finger configured to engage the needle assembly when the cartridge- 

needle unit is at the safe position, said spring finger positioned to engage said needle

5 assembly after the needle is fully within the body section to restrict removal of the 

needle assembly from the plunger end of the body section to help prevent inadvertent 

needle sticks.

4. The syringe of claim 3 wherein the body section includes a second inwardly

10 extending spring finger configured to engage said needle assembly when the cartridge

needle unit is in the safe position to restrict movement of the needle assembly back 

through the needle end of the body section to help prevent inadvertent needle sticks.

5. A hollow enclosure unit sized for housing a cartridge-needle unit therein, the

15 cartridge-needle unit of the type including a hollow barrel, having a plunger end and a

needle end, a piston mounted within the barrel, and a needle assembly, including a 

needle, mounted to the needle end, the enclosure unit comprising:

a body section sized for housing the barrel, the body section having a plunger

20 end and a needle end;

a stem section attached to the needle end of the body section and sized for 

housing the needle assembly;

an end section attached to the body section and sized for covering the plunger

• end of the barrel assembly;

25 the stem section being separable from the body section and the end section

being at least partially separable from the body section;

the stem section configured to drive the piston along the barrel after the end 

section has been at least partially separated from the body section to expose the 

plunger end of the barrel assembly; and

30 the body, stem section, and end section of the enclosure unit being molded as a

single piece.
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6. The enclosure unit of claim 5 wherein the end and body sections are connected 

by a hinge connection.

7. The enclosure unit of claims 5 or 6 wherein the stem section is frangibly 

5 connected to the body section.

8. The unit of claim 7 wherein a portion of the plunger end of the body section is 

secured to the barrel to prevent the cartridge-needle unit from passing through the 

needle end of the body section after the stem section has been removed from the body

10 section.

9. The unit of claim 8 wherein said portion of the plunger end of the body section is 

frangibly connected to the remainder of the body section to permit the cartridge-needle 

unit to be at least partially withdrawn from said remainder of the body section through

IS the plunger end so to position the needle assembly at a safe position with the needle 

entirely within the body section.

10. The unit of claim 9 further comprising means for securing the needle assembly at 

said safe position.

20
11. The unit of claim 8 wherein said portion of the plunger end of the body section is 

secured to the remainder of the body section by flexible teathers which permits said

portion of the plunger end of the body section to move axially relative to said remainder

• of the body section to permit the barrel to be moved axially towards the needle 

25 assembly.

12. The unit of claim 11 further comprising an external gripping region at said portion 

of the plunger end of the body section, said gripping region sized to allow the user to

twist said plunger portion relative to the remainder of the body section so to break the

30 flexible tether a.id permit the user to position the needle assembly at said safe position.

13. A safety syringe substantially as hereinbefore described as illustrated in any one

'· , of the figures.
f'(J K±A:U6377.9I
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14. A hollow enclosure unit substantially as hereinbefore described as illustrated in

any one of the figures.

5 DATED 30 May, 1995

PHILLIPS ORMONDE & FITZPATRICK 

Attorneys for:

10

STERLING WINTHROP INC

A.’/
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